
iTitle, Golden Fleece 
Two high school kids must find a way home after their uber abandons them. 
 
SYNOPSIS 
Act 1 summary 
Protagonist is  a 17 year old kid who is very clearly not independent and a concert-junkie. 
He has just left a concert with his friend, a bit of a fool, and they are relying on an uber to 
get home since it is late at night.  The uber finally arrives, but the driver asks their age. 
Perplexed, the students are honest and then immediately dismayed after they are rejected 
for being under 18 and thus illegal passengers of an uber.  Kids naturally call their parents, 
but it is late and they are asleep.  Kids need to find a way home. 
Act 2 summary 
The foolish kid has a surprisingly smart idea where they could call for food delivery of a 
local restaurant and have it delivered to their house, but ask the driver for a ride back with 
the food once the driver got to the restaurant.  Lazy, and bewildered by this strange request 
the delivery guy delivered the food, as promised, but left them in their current situation.  As 
a result, the kids remained stranded but now with food.  The protagonist has a few digs at 
his friend because his plan didnt work, but meekly the friend suggests they could spend the 
night and survive off the food while they wait for their parents to come the next morning. 
While this conversation is happening a homeless man, sketchy guy, walks up to the 
oblivious kids asking them for some of their food because he is starving.  The foolish friend, 
without thinking, says that they are alone and stranded and that their uber denied them 
service due to their age.  The homeless man flashes a grin, but rather than stealing their 
food and taking advantage of the kids offers them a fair trade,”I’ll show you to a fella that 
can make your ID say your 18, but itll cost you those burgers.”  The kids accept, and are 
lead into an ally where there is a sketchy, eccentric guy with a camera.  $100 he prints them 
out some fake IDs so they can get an uber home.  The kids, stoked, finally call the uber. 
Act 3 summary  
This time, when asked for their identification they present the shoddy, obviously fake IDs 
with confidence.  Surprisingly the uber accepts their ride and says get in, I’ll take you to 
your destination.  The destination the uber driver had in mind was slightly different, 
however, and instead they ended up at a local police station and had their IDs confiscated. 
On the bright side, they were given free rides by officers as a ride home.  The protagonist 
learned how to get himself out of a sticky situation and be independent when all of the 
people and things he relied on couldn’t solve his problem for him. 
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We are still working on ideas, but definitely want to do a comedy of sorts.  We both 
doubt that this is our final idea. 
 


